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WEB Poll Results
What do you think of our
current use of the media?
• I'll save my sarcasm—23 %
• Why can't they focus on some
positive stories?—19 %
• I can't see the difference
between Dan, Tom, and
Peter—8 %
• I get all my news f-om The
Guardian—8 %
• At least FOX News is
interesting—19 %
• It's fine—19 %

KAPLAN
MCAT Prep
Classes Begin

November 13!
Seating is Limited.
Contact us today to reserve
your place!

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptest.com
HocCy Weries
Your comvCete repairfacifity!
Quality is our top priority. We have trcrned and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000
1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick rciurn of your car is our goal!

Dayton XA sponsored the first baptism held in WSU's Student Union swimming pool.
Photo by Justin Garman

Campus Crime
Arson/Related Offenses
Oct.12: Criminal damaging
was reported when a window of an apartment in
Forest Lane was broken.
Oct.14: An unidentified person ran his vehicle through
a control gate in lot 6.
Oct. 17: A vehicle break in
vas reported in the Village.
Justice Offenses
Oct. 18: Obstructing official
business was reported near
Oak Hall.
Oct. 19: Obstructing official
business and underage possession was reported in
Forest Lane apartments.

Oct. 19: Citations for
obstructing official business
and underage
possession/consumption was
reported in Hamilton Hall.
Larceny/Theft
Oct. 14: A calculus book and
calculator were reported
stolen from the Honors
building.
Oct.15: Credit card theft was
reported from a former residence m College Park.
Oct.15: A fraud complaint
was filed in reference to a
bad check being cashed for
an unknown male.
Oct.16: A possible theft with

a loss of S125 was reported
in Oelman Hall.
Public Peace offenses
Oct. 18: An officer was dispatched to Forest Lane in
regards to a prior telephone
harassment complaint.
Robbery
Oct.14: A student was taken
to a K-Mart parking lot by an
armed car jacking suspect.
Traffic
Oct. 18: Property damage was
reported in reference to a
vehicle parked in lot 17.
Oct. 18: A auto hit and run
was reported in College
Park.

News Bits
WSU business course helps
out charity
Management 411, taught
by Lisa Crawford, is in the
midst of doing charity work
with Lens Crafters. The Gift
of Sight Project involves the
collection of used prescription glasses to give to the
less fortunate overseas. WSU
community members are
encouraged to donate their
used glasses to the cause.
The project will last until
Nov. 8. Tor information contact Stephanie Lung at ext5539 or stop in at room
W016B of the Student Union.
WSU student involved in
carjacking
Matthew Lowrie, a med-

ical technology student, was
carjacked at gunpoint at
noon on Oct. 14 from lot 4.
Lowrie was forcibly taken to
K-Mart shopping center on
Dayton Yellow-Springs Rd. in
Fairborn. The unknown suspect was described as a
black male wearing all black,
with multiple gold teeth. He
was said to be inquiring
about the victims' car that
had a "for sale" sign posted
on its windows. The vehicle
was recovered the next day
with its stereo equipment,
rims and tires.
University College senatorial position filled
James Borchers, a first
year political science major,

was elected University
College Senator of Student
Government. He defeated
Stoddard Worman in overall
voting to obtain the position.
WSU to discuss issues with
NAACP President
Nora Holt-Davis, president of
the Cincinnati chapter of the
National Association of
Advancement of Colored
People will present "Is it
Justice or Just Us: The Black
Community ana the Police"
on Oct.23 at 3:30 p.m. in 109
Oelman Hall. The event is
part of the Community
Speaker Scries sponsored by
the Bolinga Center, the
African American Studies
Program and the Department
of Political Science.
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News
Union Market hours cause inconvenience
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer
Union Market has many
WSU students upset with the
dally mid-day closing of the
majority of the eateries
located within.
With the exception of the
Salvador Deli and the Wright
Cup, all other eateries in the
Union Market close during
the hours of 2:00 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Friday the Market
is closed from 2:00 p.m. on
and Saturday and Sunday the
Market has no mid-day closing.
"It's a total inconvenience," said Joel Shart. er, a
motion picture major.
Shartzer, who has classes
Monday and Wednesday
until 1:50 p.m., can't make it
before the midday closing.
Designed by Thomas
Ricca and Associated, the
cafeteria lacks the refrigeration space on the floor to
accommodate an entire days
worth of stocked food supply, said Ron Ralston, marketing manager for the university.
"The lack of space results
in the need for a down peri-

od," said
Ralston. "T
mid-day cl<
ings are us
clean up th
messes tha
accumulatc
the mornir
and lunch t i m e
rushes.
Howevci
majority ol
work done
mg this do
period is
restocking
front of th
facility wit
salads and
sandwiche:
while othei
dishes are
prepared ii
back for th
dinner tim
rush."
During
Diner Service
Students pass by a closed Union Market at
Advisors
Committee meeting held last
to make changes now.
Wednesday, student govern"I believe it is a valid
ment and other groups
voiced their opinions on the
complaint," said Michel Vane,
a social sciences major.
new facility.
"They shouldn't close at all."
The mid-day closings
The end of the "soft
were among the topics dis
cussed, but there is no intent
opening," which is the test-

2 p.m.
ing period of the cafeteria,
will be marked with the
"grand opening" of the
Union Market which is
scheduled for Monday, Nov.
4 at 10:00 a.m. The event
will be marked by a celebra-

Photo by Justin Garman
tion that will include a
speech by Pres. Goldenberg.
"Our goal is to make the
customer happy," said
Ralston. "However, you can't
make everyone happy and
that's why we are trying to
find that happy medium."

Taft, Hagan hold
three debates
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer

Taft greets the public at a rally.

File Photo

Governor Bob Taft and
Democratic candidate Tim
Hagan exchanged views during the first of three gubernatorial debates last
Wednesday.
Higher education, among
the other topics such as
budget balancing and capital punishment, received
attention during the debate.
In Hagan's opening
statement he made references to bankruptcy filings,

foreclosures, property taxes,
college tuition, prescription
drug costs and the budget
deficit as state problems.
Speaking on Ohio's current higher education situation, Hagan said that the
increases in tuition and poor
graduate rates were unacceptable. He blamed Taft for
inciting the tough tuition
increases by imposing cuts to
the state budget, both this

"Taft" continued on p.
8
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LIFT feels it is misunderstood by Greeks
• Group
wishes to
shed its
anti-Greek
label
By Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor
The newly formed group
LIFT responded to the
Greeks imitation to join
them in the Greek Affairs
Council meeting on Oct. 14.
LIFT was given a threeminute period to speak on
behalf of their group's
beliefs and goals.
LIFT felt that they weren't
given adequate rime to pres-

ent their views. The Greeks
attribute this misunderstanding to last minute
changes that had to be made
in the meeting format when
Chad Creviston, president of
Greek Affairs Council was
hospitalized and Chief
Justice Rachel Howell had to
preside over the meeting on
short notice.
"What happened last
week wasn't what we wanted
to happen. I see absolutely
no need for conflict. We're
not trying to manipulate
them," said Creviston.
The original plan according to Creviston was to allow
the group a rhree-min" te
introduction during the
meeting and then hold a dialogue session immediately
following. Plans were consequently changed due to the

Be an Angel on Earth
Help a loving couple create
a family of their own.
Our deepest desire is to
grow our family but
infertility prevents us
from doing so.
You can help by being
and egg donor. Your
committment would be
one menstrual cycle. All
of your expenses would
be paid and you would
be compensated for this
wonderful gift.
If you are between the ages of 21 and 32 and
would like to enrich your life by helping us fulfill
our dream, please call today.

The Greeks also seemed
unusual circumstar. "s.
Creviston said he had not concern with their recent
negative publicity. "We felt
yet seen the minutes from
the comments in the opinion
the meeting but he h.td full
article didn't' paint an cuintentions of clarifying
issues and arranging another rate picture of us. Wh^n you
have an organization of 400possible meeting.
500 people you may see
Aaron Rotsinger, English
those that support stereomajor and LIFr representatypes. That's not what we
tive, spoke on behalf of the
want to see happen," said
group during their allotted
time by presenting the most- Creviston.
ly Greek audience
Rotsinger
with statistics from
surveys collected "What happened last is no
week wasn't what
longer conby LIFT members,
we wanted to hap- cerned with
clarifying their
pen. I see absolutely rectifying
stances and
denouncing unno need for conflict. miscommusanctioned sideWe're not trying to nications
walk messages that manipulate them." with the
were left a couple
Greeks. The
weeks prior.
- Chad Creviston, only
intended
The group statpresident Greek
ed its displeasure
Affairs Council. action LIFT
with the chalking
has at the
incident that they
time is for
felt was informal, not well
a member of their council to
send a letter to Creviston.
thought out and part of an
"We don't want people to
individual effort more than a
group viewpoint.
get the impression that we
"We're not apologizing
are an anti-Greek group and
the longer that this gets
for what we said, but the
way it was said," said Kyle
dragged oat, the more we are
Gorjanc, motion picture
going to seem specifically
major and LIFT representaanti-Greek. We just want to
get
on to some of our other
tive.

WWW.

theguardianonline
.com
>un<1
Get fit. Get paid.

For more information about becoming
an egg donor, call the egg donor nurse
at (513) 924-5550 or send e-mail
to sawadallatajuse.net
Mention Department LUV

call
773-5539
to place
y o u r ad
i n The
Guardian
today

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like o paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.
PART-TIME P A C K A G E HANDLERS
Quoliftcationj
• 18 years or older
• Mu»i be able »o lift 5 0 lbs
• Ability to load, unlood, and sort packages
• PorMime. 5-day week
• $8.5<X9.00/hr. lo start, scheduled raises

3806 Edward* Road * Cincinnati

ideas," said Rotsinger.
The group will instead
shift its focus to becoming
an official organization. Dr.
Robert Sumser has agreed
to be faculty sponsor of the
group.
"I am impressed with
the group's general impression that there is far too little discussion and debate in
American society. I personally find Americans frightfully ignorant of their world
and fundamentally brainwashed," said Sumser. "I am
also impressed by the
group's determination to
alert WSU students to
important issues, e.g., our
imperialist regime in
Washington, our fumbling
economy and our sham
elections."
LIFT is satisfied by their
faculty representation. "He
will uphold our goals and
he is not concerned with
others attempts to thwart
us," said Gorjanc.
The group is also in the
process of organizing a trip
to Washington D.C. on Oct.
26 to protest the war with
Iraq in conjunction with the
Not in Our Name Program
and National Answer.

Qualified Candidates apply m person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights. OH 45424
Women and Mmonues are uncouraged to apply
EOE/AA
Fedex cooVus/careers
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WSU enrollment high
College considered a must
By Greg Simms
Volunteer W r i t e r

I
Photo by Justin Garman

Students line up to register for classes

Wright State's enrollment
has increased by 4.5% for the
2002-2003 school year. The
school has reported a total
of 16,514 students on it's
main campuses and lake
campuses.
The increase is 704 students more than the Sept.
2001 total of 15,810 students. The number of international students increased
fenz 539 to 630 srndecrs..
Sonne Ibr •pcnopuraciD t6
the Sfri bed Honors
Community , WSU has 2.851
students living on-campus;
which is the highest number
ever.
The number of undergrad students has also
increased 2.5 percent, while
graduate enrollment has
increased 11 percent. The
total credit hours for student enrollment is 197,581,
the highest total In the universities history.
The old record w as 196,
673 credit hours, which was

Public colleges see tuition increase
Mcfrae* A. netcfeer
Tt»e Washington

m a e&eeaefie.

Squeezed by smaller government appropriations and
dwindling endowments, fouryear public colleges and universities raised their tuitions
and fees by 9.6 percent fcr
the current school year, the
College Board said Monday.
The tuition increases
were accompanied by a 6.0
percent hike tn room-andboard charges, raising the
average cost of attending a
four-year public university
for students who live on
campus to S9.663; S672
more th;in last fall.
The tuition increases at
public schools outpaced
those at the nation's 1,730
private four-year colleges
and universities, where
tuition went up 7.5 percent
to an average of S 18,273 this
fall-a significant increase
over last fall's 5.5 percent
increase. Meanwhile, roomand-board charges at private
colleges increased 4.7 percent to an average of $6,479.
Higher education officials
said the price increases at
four-year public collep.es, the
largest percentage increase

a tnese-

my that has crimped tax rev
enues, prompting state officials to raise tuition.
The College Board's
new report on tuition and
student aid confirms what
we know tou well: that the
poor performance of the
economy has had a substantial and negative impact on
tax revenue and endowments, and consequently college tuitions," said David
Ward, president of the
American Council on
Education, which represents
1,800 colleges ,.nd universities. ' This effect can be
seen most vividly in the public sector of higher education, where enormous cuts in ,
state appropriations have led
governors and legislatures to
enact tuition increases."
Beyond the increase in
four-year tuitions and fees,
the College Board said that
the cost of attending twoyear public school increased
7.9 percent this year to
S 1,608, while the cost of
two-year private schools
increased 7.5 percent to
S9.890.
Even with the recent cost

WED- LADIES NITE
FREE DRINKS FOR LADIES 9-11 pm
$2.00 PITCHERS OF BEER

$1.75 PINTS
613 E. 5th St. in the
Oregon District
228-8060

SUN- TOTAL REQUEST N I T
$2.00 PITCHERS OF BEER

education remained affordable for most Americans.
Overall, College Board officials said, 70 percent of students attend schools whose
tuition and fees are under
$8,000 a year. Moreover,
they said, financial aid cushions the cost of college for
many students
At public four-year colleges and unn orsities, more
than 60 percent of full-time
students receive some type
of financial aid as do more
than 75 percent of full-time
students attending private
four-year colleges and universities.

in the 1992-1993 academic
year.
Vice President for
S'udent Affairs and
' u.. "ment Services at
Wright State Dan
Abrahamowicz cited several
faci >rs that have contributed
to the enrollment increase
"new campus housing, dining
facilities, increased student
recruitment activities and the
value of a WSU education,"
were some of the reasons
giv en by AbrahamoMcz.
Tte increases of students
anrt fccurs enrrfrt a&oJ* Striked so tSK-sOffe «aS s3ae
nations Job market.
Tbe College of
Engineering and Computer
Science had the largest
enrollment increase at 13
percent.
The lake campus enrollment increased by 10 percent with 1,122 students.
The freshmen presence at
WSU has also been strong. In
recent years the number of
freshmen living on campus
has increased from 44 to 60
percent.

www.theguardianonline.com

SHORT ON CASH?
New Donor Fees!
Monthly Promotions/
Giveaways
Group Fund Raising Available

Regular Donors Earn
Up To $228 a month
by donating
potentially life saving
plasma!

Visit our friendly modem center and find out more about the
opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
224-1973
Open 7 days a week

Bring this coupon
and receive a
55 Bonus on first
donation.

165 E. Helena Slreet • Dayton, OH
RTA Bus 22
Musi be 18-19 years of age, posess a valid ID and pfool ol local addiess.
Part-time entry level and labotomy positions available

Fax resume to 224-1976

"Aventis

www.sloopysbar.com
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The Guardian
Good for
the heart...

Good for
the soul.

Rally held to oppose military action in Iraq
Protest organized to raise awareness
about the ctate of the Iraqi people
Bv Valerie Lough
Staff Writer

Iraqi People, and one of the
sponsors of the gathering.
Indigenous People's Da>
A rally to protest military
is the human rights commuaction in Iraq was held last
nity's answer to Columbus
Monday in Kettering by
Day, a celebration in which
Dayton area activists.
participants
Protestors gathered
reject colo"There
is
a
national
Oct. 14 to commemodemonstration In nialism and
rate Indigenous
Washington D.C., and recognize
People's Day and
we wanted to be In cultures of
voice opposition to
solidarity with them. indigenous
what they see as furpeople.
If we could do it
ther killing of civilians
The purevery day, we
in Iraq.
would."
pose of the
"There is no better
protests is
- Barbara Roberts
time to bring to surto raise pubof
American
Friends
face the connection
Service Committee lic awarebetween the
ness about
onslaught of indigenous peo- the plight of the Iraqi people
ple in 1492 and the potential and how a war waged against
onslaught of the people of
that country by the United
Iraq than on this day," said
States will exacerbate what
Jim Lucas, co-chairperson of
protest organizers call an
the Committee to Save the
already desperate situation.

Organizers say that the
upcoming rally was scheduled to coincide with
protests happening elsewhere that day. "There is a
national demonstration in
Washington D.C., and we
wanted to be in solidarity
with them. If we could do it
every day, we would," said
Barbara Roberts of American
Friends Service Committee.
An additional rally is
scheduled for Oct. 26. The
rally will be held at the
southeast corner of Far Hills
and Stroop Rd at 1 p.m..
Both rallys are sponsored by
the Association for Women's
Fquality, the September 11
Coalition, the Committee to
Save the Iraqi People and
American Friends Service
Committee.

College of Science ond
Mathematics
Dnjottnattonai

Open <H.ouse

8L ^ytudy -/Abroad ^>tesentation
W e d n e s d a y , October 3 0 t h
11:00am - 2:00pm
Biological Sciences/ Clinical Laboratory Science

204 Bio. Sciences

Chemistry

229 Oelman

COSM Dean's Office (for general info.)

134 Oelman

Environmental Sciences

064 Brehm Lab

Geological Sciences

260 Brehm Lab

Mathematics and Statistics

222 Math & Micro.

Physics

248 Fawcett

Psychology

335 Fawcett

Study Abroad Presentation (11:00- i 2:00)

161 Brehm Lab

* 'Refreshments w'll be served and raffle diamines A eld *

I
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School of Medicine launches mini-med school lecture series
Lecture series will focus on the biomedical sciences
By Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
The WSU School of
Medicine sponsored a lecture
on Oct. 15. The lecture was
given by Harry Khamis,
director of YVSU's Statistical
Consulting Center. Khamis
explained his method for
predicting adult height in
children and how it relates
to childhood disorders.
The talk was part of a
series that is to continue
through Nov. 5. The purpose
of the lecture series is to
rally support for the medical
school and teed the public's
interest. The talks will be
given by faculty members
and emphasize the biomedical sciences and subjects
covered in the first two years
of medical school.
"Many people are fascinated by news about bio-

medical research and medical breakthroughs and we
thought a program like this
would appeal to them," said
Robin Suits, SOM assistant
director for community and
public relations.
This is the fourth year
that the school has sponsored the Mini-Med School
Lecture Series. The series is
based on those created in
1989 by Dr. J. John Cohen.
M.D., professor of immunology at the University of
Colorado Health Sciences
Center. Since that time more
than 75 percent of U.S. medical schools have launched
similar series. The effort has
been supported by the
National Institute of Health
Office of Science Education.
Topics covered in past
WSU Mini-Med School lectures include infectious disease. substance abuse and

duce people to the kinds of
mental illness. The talks
Diseases, will head a lecture
subjects taught in the first
have attracted lay people
about the threat of exotic
two years of medical school.
diseases to world travelers.
with no formal medical or
scientific training. Each lecGary Horowitz, director of
We asked for volunteers
from our faculty
ture is followed by a
"Many people are fascinated by news abott biomed- who were experts
in their fields and
question and ical research and medical breakthroughs ;nd we
interested in tryanswer ses- thought a program like this would appeal i o them."
ing to explain
sion. The
- Robin Suits, SOM Assistant Director for
their expertise to
average
Community and Public Relations
a lay audience. We
attendance is
also collect sug75 to 95 peogestions from people who
ple.
the Division of Reproductive
"If WSU students want to
Endocrinology ancl Infertility, come to the lectures and
will discuss the ethics of
take those into consideration
meet some physicians, and
human cloning. Gary Onady,
when asking faculty memresearch scientists on our
faculty and learn more about
director of the Internal
bers to speak," said Suits.
modern medicine, this is a
Medicine/Pediatrics
The lectures will take
place every Tuesday evening
great opportunity to do so.
Residency Program, will
address
the
applications
of
in
the
Frederick A. White
The program is designed to
Internet technology to
Health Center auditorium
appeal to students consider
patient care.
from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
ing medicine as a career as
well as other adults interestTopics and speakers are
Admission is free, but attendees are required to register
ed in medicine and life scichosen based partly on
in advance. The number for
ences," said Suits.
attendee's suggestions and
availability of lecturers. "We
registration is 937-775-3806.
John Czachor, chief of
especially wanted to introthe Division of Infectious

BRINGING TH6 STORE TO WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

muzgjiLa
TOPS
TEES
PANTS
SWEATERS
JEANS
HOODIES

24

IOAM - 7 P M

A T R I U M
STUDENT UNION

$10
$10
$20
$20
$25
$25
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'Taft" continued from
p.3
year and last.
Taft replied that in the
first two years in office he
had prov ided money at twoyear campuses to aid in consistent tuition costs and
increased state financial aid
by 28 percent.
"In the next budget, we
will increase funding for
higher education. We will
also propose to re-impose
the cap on higher tuition, so
we < in encourage more people to go to college," Taft
said in regards to making the
program more effective.
Another topic of debate
included the cost of prescription drugs in regards to sen
ior citizens and the disabled.
Taft defended the program and reported that it
would save Golden Buckeye
Card holders 10 to 25 percent.
Hagan called the program

future," said Taft.
"I believe that working
together, there's no problems
that we cannot solve. My
opponent doesn't agree. He's
down on Ohio ' '«• apparently
doesn't believe we're up to
solving the problems that
confront us. Tin., you're
wrong. Dead wrong."
Hagan replied by criticizing Taft's performance during his tenure in office.
"Bob, I think the people of
Ohio are fed up, and it's timeDemocratic candidate Tim
now for Bob Taft to realize
Hagan listens to a question
that his time is up in Ohio. It
from the audience during the seems to me that the public
debate. File Photo
should clearly understand
thai when I'm elected govera gimmick, stating that a
nor of this state, I will have
similar program had already
been instated for a fee of S10 inherited a mess that you've
created in the four years
annually.
Both candidates attempted you've been governor,"
Hagan said.
to portray the other as an
Afterwards, both candiunsuitable candidate for gov dates said that they were
ernor. "Elections are about
pleased with the outcome.
differences and there are
Two future debates will
many between me and my
be held in Columbus and
opponent. I believe in Ohio's
Cleveland.

spring Breaks FA3 OFF..

/ %
V

(and so is this guy)

The Guardian
We love vacations!

s u r e , you can q u i t .
or s t i c k a r o u n d a n d

[ l e ahowr n
]
not t o .

The Guardian...
News I Opinions I Art I Music I
I Theatre I Literature I Humanity I World |
Issues I Local Issues I Sports I Wright
I State University Community I Support I
YOUR Newspaper I Send Letters to
guardianoped@yahoo.com

www.theguardianonline.com
In Aimy ROTC, you'll develop skills ycu car use in She
real world - thinking on your leet. staying focused under
pressure, taking charge. Give >t a shnr. Visit the Army ROTC
department. We'll stick around for you

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course yew can take.
Visit Room 328, Fawcett Hall
or Call 775-2763

Embarassing Hair?
MARLHNH M . GAGEN C . T .

Beavercreek Electrolysis/ Laser
Permanant Hair Removal
•Special Discount on
First Laser Treatment•
1244 Indian Ripple Rd. • Call 429-0955 today!
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South Korea apathetic about nukes to the North
South Koreans say they're used to threats from ihe North
By Mark Magnier
Los Angeles Times
The shocking admission
by North Korea this month
that it has a nuclear weapons
program "and more" has
fueled fears among many
Americans and added to a
sense of global
crisis as bad
news piles in
from Bali, Iraq,
Kuwait, the
Philippines and
even suburban
Washington.
For many
South Koreans,
however, the
apparent confirmation that their
neighbor to the

ed," said computer programmer Chung Jae Hee. 32. "I'm
not saying there isn't some
justification, but there seems
to be a lack of perspective."
Chung Jae Eun, a 22-yearold nutrition student, said
her only worry is that the
United States might overre-

act and. in the
process, pro-

-m voke North

Korea.
A major
reason South
Koreans arc
aking the
scare in stride,
people here
say, is a collective numbing
of the senses.
Over the years,
north is busy
South K o r e a n President they say,
they've witenriching urani- K j m D a e J u n g
i » m f n r «ten in
urn for use in
nessed so
Washington
Post
bombs and mismany skirphoto by Frank
siles is, well, a
mishes,
Johnston
threats,
bit ho-hum.
"The moment I heard it,
taunts and
I immediately forgot about
posturings by the North that
it," said Kim Heung Jin, a 24those have become almost
year-old medical student. "I
predictable.
just don't think it's such a
Kim said he can remember various events in his life
big deal."
Some even say Americans
by the North-South crises
are looking somewhat hysterthat coincided with them.
ical over the North Korean
And no matter how bad they
nuclear issue. "I think the
seem at the time, those
U.S. has certainly overreactcrises eventually blow over.

of relative peace and prosEven though this i-.,. has the
perity and see litword "nuclear"
tle real threat
attached to it, it
T
too will pass, the " h e moment I heard behind actions by
It, I immediately f o r - the goven <-nt
medical student
got about It, I just
in Pyongyang, the
said.
don't think it's such a
North Korean
While older
big deal."
capital.
Koreans who
Kim Heung Jin,
Most of us in
lived through the
24-yearthe postwar genKorean War tend
old medical
eration don't
to take the
student
believe there's
North's threats
much
danger,"
said Lee Sang
more seriously, most South
Yeop, a 28-year-old shipping
Koreans grew up in a period
industry employee. "It's like

that story of the shepherd
that keeps calling 'Wolf all
the time. North Korea's just
posturing again. I don't see
much danger."
Some say they believe
North Korea was bluffing
when it reportedly touted its
nuclear weapons program.
Others say Pyongyang probably does have a bomb or
two.
"I always thought they
probably did anyway," said
Park Ji Hyun, a 24-year-old
language student. "So there's
no great shock. I think both
sides believe we'll be unified
someday, so 1 can't see them
ever bombing us."

Get a Life!

(wccanlNipdS

Thwv'fmwvtolifvthm I
reality TV and bad ptcta.

Mfe support COLLiGE ROCK!
The Guardian
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than your low-cut

jeans)

Drawing by
Paul Kulis
copyright 2001
If you are in a band and think you DESERVE press coverage, send us a press kit (band bio, photos, CD. show dates,
contact information and other free stuff) to W016 Student
Union in care of Krystle Barger, Features Editor, or call 7755536.
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Campus Maws.
isn't it about lime you
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Movie Llltlngv
Go check out that new
flick before someone
trill you how it ends.

O.-.lly Weathtr.
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Food gear?

Cash tot Collag*Sure. college We costs
money We'» even help
you find scholarships.

Calendar.
find something to da
See whit's going down
on and off campus

Oily Horoscope.
That's right, we know
what the future holds.
Pretty coo* huh?
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Opinion

T r u t h Be T o l d

Society: The root of depression
By Josh Sweigart
Opinions Editor

imbalances, but if that's 20
percent of our population
we need to inspect our
drinking water.
People get depressed,
that's why we have friends,
family and mentors, to talk
about these things. But we
don't have time to connect
with our friends during commercial breaks, so if we can't
relate, we medicate.
The commercials for
Paxil (new and improved
crack) say it all. Have a hard
time getting to sleep at night
or getting up in the morning? l)o you have emotions?
Just pop a pill and you'll be
right as rain. We have a society that says "if you need
drugs to be happy than you
have a problem." but "if you
have a problem just take
drugs and be happy." Bring
it on Brave New World.
This is it
problem that
affects individuals. 1 have
"RUN, RUN,AS FAST AS YOU CAN..." a close friend
who was sick
for a fewweeks, the
doctors couldn't figure out
why so they
guessed it
might be
depression.
Of course this
wasn't a diagnosis, there
was no brain
scan, no serious testing
they just prescribed her
highly addictive drugs and
sent her
home.
As a concerned friend
I asked her
what kind of
counseling
she was get"YOU CAN'T CATCH ME, I ' M THE... ting. None.
Her insurance
CANNABIS PLANT!"

needing serious help.
I thanked the lady and,
now depressed, washed down
There's nothing
worse than starting off my misery with another mint.
1 took it as a sign of the
your day in a good
times, roughly equivalent to a
mood only to have
wrong way sign that must be
some stranger with a
written in German because
degree tell you you're
our nation's barreling down
depressed.
that road full speed. A little
1 got to campus
last week slightly over- research spit out that one in
five Americans probably sufwhelmed but optifer from depression. And the
mistic and waltzed by
experts say they all should
a table that was handing out mints. 1 took a seek treatment because pessimists apparently don't buy
mint and gladly filled
name brand electronics.
out a questionnaire
This emphasis on depresfrom the Center for
sion is a serious problem.
Psychological Services,
And Ihe fact that so many
then was asked into a
are affected by it that it's
small room where a
nice lady told me 1 was being called an epidemic
should really give us pauseonly one point away
about our populace's lack of
from scoring a "red
coplnn skills. There are peoflag," meaning I was
ple with serious chemical
close, but not quite

fry Paut Ku(U

wasn't interested in helping
her because it's too expensive; they'll pay to let the
drugs do Ihe work. 1 have
another friend who sees a
psychologist for an hour
every two weeks to work
through the problems he
takes extremely addictive
drugs for on a daily basis.
This is a regional problem. Last week the Dayton
Daily News reported that
psychiatric emergencies
increased 30 percent in the
Miami Valley over the last
couple of years. One of Ihe
main reasons for this,
according to the experts, is
the public's acceptance of
depression as a treatable
disorder.
They're lined up around
Ihc corner angling for that
treatment, their fix, and it's
working too. Has anyone
else wondered the troubling
correlation between the
increase in Prozac prescriptions and the popularity of
Seventh Heaven? It's scary.
.And this is a national
problem. Newsweek this
month reported that teen
depression is a growing
threat already affecting 3
million youth. Three Million
and growing! But they're
okay, just never developing
mental tools to deal with
stress and getting hooked on
mind-altering psychoactives
that makes them want to
throw themselves down a
flight of stairs if they ever
try to quit.
I'm not coming into this
completely uninformed. I
was a psych major for
almost two years until I realized I don't look good in a
lab coat, don't give good
advice and don't agree with
a "science" that is really just
a keen string of rationalizations based on no observable evidence.
It's interesting that this
thing surfaces now. in the

'Depression" continued on p. 11
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Why stand behind the Greek community?

By Sindi Marie Dobbins
Senior
Management Information
Systems

Last week's issue of The
Guardian featured an opinion article by Neil Duiker
entitled "LIFT advocates
hatred, ignorance." The article addressed the recent
attacks of sidewalk chalking
against the Greeks by the
group LIFT. While I'm not a
member of either LIFT or of
tine Greek community, I am
irritated by the growing feud
between the two organizations and feel the need to
share my solution.
In the article Duiker
states "I encourage all other

organizations to unite behind
the Greeks, in order to form
a truly tolerant student
body." This statement has
outraged me! Why should all
the students stanu for the
Greeks when many Greeks
don't stand for us? We all
have heard about incidents
of violence by Greeks toward
other students who are not
members of the Greek community. Many of us, as students of Wright State, have
witnessed these attacks first
hand, some of us on more
than one occasion. Should we
stand for them as they attack
our peers aiid act oblivious
to it, yet cry in outrage when
some sidewalk chalk disgraces the Greek community?

Is this the tolerant student
body the Greeks expect?
I'm not Greek "bashing"
and I don't believe all Greek
organizations participate in
these senseless acts of violence. However, the members of certain Greek affiliated organizations who do
participate in gang-like violence against non-members
still remain part of the
Greek community here at
WSU.
I believe that the Greek
community must first stand
against violence created by
members of their own community before trying to correct the "attacks" of others.
Maybe the problem of hatred
and violence lies within

members of the Greek community and to solve these
problems of slander against
your affiliations you must
first eliminate members
within your organization
who do not stand for the
beliefs of your community.
So while the Greeks continue to whine about their
organizations being
"attacked" by some individuals with sidewalk chalk,
we'll watch as our friends
and fellow students are
attacked by members of the
Greek community. Should
our student body be asked
to stand behind a community in which some of their
own members advocate

"Depression" continued from p. 10

Raider Voices
How do you feel about Issue 1, the Ohio amendment that would
give first and second time drug offenders rehab instead of jail
time?

"I think drug rehab is
beneficial and important for people to
learn from their mistakes instead of being
punished."
Kevin Menefield
Junior
French

"If a person's gonna
do drugs, they're
gonna do drugs.
That's just wasting the
state's money."
Jessica Stanley
Junior
Athletic Training and
Biological Sciences

"I think rehab for low
level drug offenders
is a good route.
Someone who hasn't
learned the first time
should be dealt with
harsher."
Michael Yane
Junior
Social Sciences
Education

h jtred and violence against
u for not being one of them?
The actions of our student
body seem to be saying no.
Not until the Greek community is willing to openly
take responsibility for and
action against these irresponsible members will they be
able to avoid this public
ridicule. If action does take
place and the Greeks of
Wright State arc willing to
protect the student body
against violence caused by
their affiliates, then maybe
our student body will have
Greeks we are willing to
stand behind, until then we'll
all have to watch this pointless feud grow.

"Jail cells should be
used for important
offenses than recreational drug users."
Ali Lane
Junior
Philosophy and
Psychology

post-binge retching phase of
the industrial revolution.
Melancholy is nothing new,
Balzac, Hemingway, Twain,
Beethoven. Blake and Van
Gogh, among many others,
are all believed to have been
emotional. Strangely, they all
created works that are definingly human, that anyone
can relate to.
Thomas Hobbes, king of
the cynics once called the life
of man "solitary, poor, nasty,
brutish and short." His definition was of the natural
state of things, not a condition needing sedation.
So I'm no longer
depressed, but now I'm
pissed off. And soon we're
all gonna be either angry or
in a coma if we don't face
the fact that depression is a
part of life, and rushing to
medicate, especially without
counseling, is pointless and
dangerous to us individually
and societally. Before we
dope up people, especially
children, we need to ask
what's wrong with us that we
can't be happy without medication.
Speaking of which, I need
another mint.
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APT. F O R R E N T
Dayton Historic District
•

WHILE CONTINUING THEIR
EDUCATION, OUR NURSES
GET A LOT: RESPECT,
SKILLS, PAYCHECKS.
The ' *.S. Air Fcrce w i l l pay for you
to continue your education white
you serve your country as a nurse
In as little as two years, you can
earn an advanced degree from the
Air Force Institute of Technology
p r o g r a m white continuing to
receive your nurse's salary and
benefits. Vou'U Le part of an elite
team of medical professionals
who have chosen to serve their
country in this oroud institution
To team more about Air Force
nursing, please visit airforce.com
or call 1-800-423-USAF

II llllll

One Bedroom
$335.OO * And Up
Located
12 mln. From Campus
Victorian
Woodwork.
Brick Walls
Carpeted
Or Hardwood
Floors
Newly Painted Exceptionally
Clean
COLLEGE HOUSE REALTY L L C

224-3022

E25

Mil Ml
THE MUSICAL
"Si1 f Cvr

<ur n.jT Dcu

w

STUDENT RUSH
50"« OFF TIX
DAY OF S H O W "

FOUND#;1

•

;N CAVE

U . S . ASR F O R C E
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

ii,n

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWING
PRIOAY NOVEMBER

i: OCTOBER 31N
-OVEMBER '1
® 228.3630

DISABILiTY AWARENESS MONTH
CAREER / INTERNSHIP FAIR
Wright State University Student Union Building
Rooms: 156, 157, and 163
October 24, 2002
10:00 am- 12:30 pm Mock interviews
1:30-4:00 pm Networking & Interviewing
Companies Attending

Companies Accepting Resume's

• Clovernook Center For the Blind

• A c c e s s Centor (Information Spec)

• lAMS

• Americorps

• M a r y Kay C o s m e t i c s

• Apple Medical (CNA's & STN's)

• M o n t g o m e r y C o u n t y Children Services

• G r e e n C o u n t y C o m b i n e d Health District

•Procter a n d G a m b l e

• Key Bank
• M o n t g o m e r y County C o m b i n e d Health District

Office of Disability Services A d d r e s s
3640 C o l o n e l U i e n H i g h w a y
D a y t o n , O H 45435
C a m p u s a d d r e s s : E334 Student U n i o n
P h o n e : 937-775-5683
Fax: 937-775-5635

•SOCHE
• W B 2 6 (Interns)

For more information, contact:Solomon Cooper at 775-5683
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scene
By Krystle Barger
Features Editor

1 •<

Visual Arts. Music. Film. Theatre.

demon: Modified cars,
Fast and Furious II

The turn of the key, the
pressure of the pedal against
the foot, the hum of the
engine and the growl of an
after-market exhaust has
evolved into a commonplace
scenario for many drivers.
With the release of the
film The Fast and the Furious
II not far off, the question
exists if there will be yet
another increase in modified
or custom cars. Most people
hope so.
Although modifying cars
seemed to reach >!:, peak
after the release of The Fast
and the Furious, drivers have
been accomplishing unique
changes to their vehicles
more than two decades
before. Modifying vehicles
seems to have gotten its start
with trucks but has evolved
into a large and diverse
group that includes cars,
trucks and vans.
Modification, or the customization of a vehicle, can
include common changes,
like lowering a car, adding
rims, creating a custom paint
job or adding a wing or spoiler. Modifications can get as
wild as body kits, unique
stereo systems, air ride suspension or hydraulics and
interior work.
As with any hobby, people with shared interests
grouped together and developed thousands of diverse
car clubs. Most people that
gain an interest in a club do
so because they have a genuine interest in cars, but each
person has their own reasons
and experiences to add to
the group. Some clubs in
Dayton include Psychotic,
Obsessive Behavior, Select,
NV Theez, 0-60 and countless others.
"I did it for the women,"
said Bryan Detty, a former
member of Select and now a

prospect of NV Theez.
The motto of NV Theez
is simply "Quality, not quantity." The club has basic
requirements for its members, but the club is looking
for quality modifications.
The club does no active
recniiting for members—a
sign of its dedicated members and the generous
amount of interest in the
club that people pay it.
Members are given a
point ranking based on how
many shows and meetings
one attends. The point ranking becomes apparent only
when voting in new members.
Detty is a proud owner
of a blue Cavalier thai has
been lowered, shaved, has
white neons, rims nnd a
wing. Detty first gamed an
interest in cars at stereo
competitions with friends.
Although his first system
only cost S500, he eventually
upgraded to a JL Audio system.
"I don't plan on getting
anything more for my system because it slows the car
down too much. I'm into
speed now, not sound," said
Detty.
Detty, who is happily
married, mentioned how
supportive his wife was of
his passion for cars and his
involvement in a car club.
Detty also runs a small
online business, www.infamouscarcustoms.com, which
sells many items from
exhausts to headlights.
NV Theez is not only a
club but also a store based
in Fairborn. The store, on
1874 South Maple Ave., is a
haven for car buffs and
"newbies" alike.
Chris Gleason, a junior at
WSU, is a member of
Obsessive Behavior, a club
with chapters in Dayton,
Cincinnati and Columbus.
Gleason first gained an interest in cars when his mother

back bumpers, with
sideskirts.
"A lot of girls
look at it," said
Briggs of his '98
Civic. This may be
true, but girls can
also be found in the
driver's seat of a
customized car.
Girls have been
slowly getting a
foothold in the
modified car scene
by winning awards
and showing that
gender has nothing
to do with creating
J a unique cnr.
®
Now that car
® modifications have
become popular,
J many companies
g make custom items
J for cars. Many car
« parts stores have a
fg section devoted to
"* customizing cars.
Students often join automobile clubs to show off modified
Unfortunately, not
vehicles during regional car shows.
all companies have
developed a good
reputation for this.
bought him a subscription
can't be purchased, and
"You can't spell crap
to Four-wheeler when he
many people don't realize
without APC," Briggs said
was 10-years-old.
that. Often, cars that win at
jokingly of the American
Gleason furthered his
shows have unique modifiProducts Company. A cominterest in cars by becoming
cations that the owners per
pany that produces many
involved in preciZion, a
sonally did themselves.
aftermarket parts that everydiverse club in Dayton. He
Gleason, a mechanical
one buys, but many refuse to
then became involved in
engineering major, has a
admit they exist on their
Obsessive Behavior, of
good beginning on his black
cars.
which he is an active memCavalier with many plans on
Cars are an expression of
ber in the Dayton chapter.
the way. His car features a
their owners, and drivers
Obsessive Behavior curcarbon fiber hood, nitrous
take great pride in their cars
rently has between 20 and
and a steering wheel from
and their hard work. A
25 members but is always
Japan.
wealth of information exists
open to new recruits.
Josh Briggs, also a junabout various clubs on the
"There's a two to three
ior, got into cars by first
Internet. One resource,
month probationary period
having an interest in car
specifically for GM's J-platwhere people get a feel for
stereo equipment. Briggs
form vehicle, is wwwjthe club," said Gleason.
currently drives a Honda
body.org, but numerous oth"Also, it helps if all their
Civic with a variety of modiers exist.
mods aren't from Auto Zone fications. He plans to evenor Pep Boys."
tually get a Wings West
"The Scene" is
That opinion seems to be body kit. Body kits are
the consensus. Individuality
made up of a front and
continued on p. 17
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NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?

W8H a *1 BA*S

in the heart of the Oregon District

Blues 3am w/ Brown Street Breakdown

Pimpln' Tuesdou
Spinning 6 Full hours of techno music
2 5 c e n t d r a f t 8-10! Open Tables

•nyftnyftwHH Wdn»if,tT
Hip Hop DJs - Open MIc • MC Battles
2 5 c e n t d r a f t 8-10!

College Rite Every Thursday!
$1.00 off ALL DRINKS w/ WSU ID!

•

Battery i

u m

^

•

Air for a flat

,

•

A gallon of gas if

you run out on a
campus road-way

Enjoy Local Live Bands
Live Music 6 Days a week! - Kitchen Open Late
430 E. 6th Street Dayton
Oregon District I!
223-0640

\' \ \ *
'
. '* « .
w w w. thaguardlan on 1 i n*e. c o m
•4

*

Call Parking and Transportation at 775-2528
between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. Monday thru Thursday

«

Top hospital seeks top nurses.
It takes many things to be the best hospital
in the nation. But most of all, it takes a first rate team
of nurses 10 care for our patients. That's
why we're looking for nurses seeking the
challenge, advanced learning and opportunity
for growth that comes from working in one
of the nation's top hospitals. Because it takes
the best nursing staff to be the best hospital.
Call for free tickets to our upcoming recruitment events Wednesday. November 6 at the
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, 5 7pm and
Saturday, November 9 at the Cleveland
Mctroparks Zoo and Rainforest. 11-ipm.
Limited availability. Plus find out how you
can register to win a free trip to the Bahamas.
For more information about employment
opportunities in nursing at the
Cleveland Clinic, call 216/444-1000

THE CLEVELAND CLINIC
Every Life Deserves World Class Care
www.ccf.ofg'niiremg

w
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HEARTLAND

ftW-0
Games start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
I-ooking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?
How about Bingo?
Over $30,000 paid out nighlv on Bingo and Instants
$5.00 OFF Y o u r P a c k a g e W i t h T h i s A d !
Expires 12-31-02

sftl
FREE ADMISSION
withWSTJID

iftl

-ZL2S1
—;
FREE ADMISSION
. - J Drinks wlfehWBTym

Free Food anc

M

.

A

Ope****®

1

^ D COS*"0** C o n **

•
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in the..

Thinking About
Law School?

Student Union Multi-Purpose Room

C 8M

*"°

775-2798

HutiMttod

^ October 11, 20025:50-16:30 P.M. ^
Register to win LSAT preparation m a ' r a n d other great
prizes at the fair!
Financial Support provided by the Law Scr*ooi Admistton Council

Share The Guardian with a friend.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
FREE HIV SCREENING
Thursday, Oct. 10, 2002
Student Health Services
Fredrick White Health Center
Call for an appt. 775-2552

Student Health Services, in collaboration with "
Wright State University Pharmacy and WvethAyerst Pharmacueticals are able to provide
birth control pills at a cost to students of $7.00
per month. Student Health Services is able to
perform your annual Pap smear, STD testing, |
and emergency contraception. Please call and
make an appointment to see the Nurse
Practitioner at
775-2552.

Meningitis Center
- Meningococcal disease can be devastating
- Incoming college freshmen are at increased risk
Vaccination can reduce risk

Get Your Vaccination Today for Only $75
www.wright.edu/students/health/
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WSU PARKING AND TRANSPORTATfON
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES
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12:05
12:10
12:00
11:56
11.52
11:48
11:45
1
2
5
0
1
2:55
12:45
12:41
12.37
12:33
12:30
1:35
1:40
130
1:26
1:22
1:18
1:15
220
2:25
2:15
2:11
2:07
2:03
2:00
3:05
3:10
300
2:56
2:52
2:48
2:45
3
:
5
0
3:55
3
4
5
3
:
4
1
3:37
3:33
3:30
4:35
4:40
4:30
4:26
4:22
4:18
4:15
5:20
5:25
5:15
5:11
5:07
S:03
5:00
6:05
6:10
6:00
5:56
5:48
5:52
5:45
6:50
6:55
6:45
6 41
6:37
6:33
6:30

HAMILTON FOREST
LANE
2:05
2:00
3:05
3:00
4:05
4:00

••••••

—
S A T U R D A Y S
R O U T E 3
ALL TIMES
LISTED
APE (DEPARTURE
WOODS
COLLEGE HONORS
PINE HALL
DORM
V ILLAGE
PARK
2:25
2
:
2
0
2:15
2:10
3:25
3:20
3:15
3:10
4:25
4:20
4:15
4.10

6:30
6:25
7:30
7:25
B:. 0*
8:25*
•DROP OFF ONLY ~ NO

2003

......

------

55 P M
MCLIN
LOT

i o ot
10:50
1 1 35
12:2©

4:00

A.AS

d so
5:35

6 "5

O N L Y
TIMES

......

645
6:40
5:35
7:40
7:45
7:35
8
:45*
8:40*
8:35*
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3:25
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
6:05
6:25
6:45
7:05
7 25
7:45
8:05
0 25
8:45
9:OS
9:25
9 45
10:05

6:50
7:50
8:50*

MALL

2:35
3:35
4:35

FOOO CT
2:50
3:50
4:50

7:00
8:00
9:00

7:15
8:15
9:30

NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL S H U T T L E S ARE W H E E L C H A I R ACCESSIBLE
N O C H A R G E F O R R O U T E S 1 A1J4D 2
$1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y F O R R O U T E 3 (EXACT C H A N G E PLEASE).
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SR-71 returns with poor excuse for punk
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Rock 'n' roll's very own
power pop quartet has been
resurrected and is back with
their sophomore album
Tomorrow, a slightly more
introspective and power driv en version of everything
already heard from them.
SR-71 came together in
the Baltimore/Washington
DC area when friends Mitch
.Mian and Jeff Reid got
together with Mark
Beauchemin and former
drummer Dan Gar in to form
their first band called Honor
Among Thieves. It didn't take
long before the group was
skimming about local bars
and venues and broke into
the New York scene, playing
at several locations. After
quick success and an independent release, they
renamed themselves SR-71,
after the world's fastest production jet, and were signed
to RCA records in 1998. They
released their first full-length
album, Now You See Inside, in
2000, and hit the mainstream
in a powerful blow with their
single, "Right Now."
With influences of '80s
metal bands and classic rock
groups like Queen, SR-71 has
infused a pop punk and
heavy, grinding guitar for a
unique sound on their latest
record. Tomorrow has an
unpredicted blend serving up
sharp contrasts and cheesy
lyrics that surface all over
the place, making for duallevel dynamics.
The new record is very
reminiscent of their debut
album in its inclination
toward pop beats and singsongy vocals. The record's
overly produced sound is
still prominent, which gives
the listener a feeling that
frontman Allan dragged himself through a computer's

SR-71
hard drive a few too many
times.
Whereas SR-71 does not
deliberately wear thoir influences on their sleeves, we
can still hear that strained,
pretty voice and screamy
guitar of '80s rock. Also, we
can pick out the heavy guitar
of hair band dynasties, especially in songs like "Broken
Handed" and "Goodbye."
Tomorrow is obviously
an album that deals with the
troubles of emotions and
relationships, and although
it is primarily of self-empowering and chip-up theme, the
compilation of songs contradicts itself multiple times

with submissive songs like
"The Best is Yet to Come"
and the ballad song, "In My
Mind."
Ironically abandoning
any sense of consistency
they were approaching with
this disc. SR-71 inlays two
tracks that are ripped right
off the pop punk superstars
Blink 182. The tracks "She
was Dead" and "Lucky" are
shameless attempts to
reproduce a sound that is
quite evidently not their
own.
Besides contradicting
itself lyrically over and over
again, Tomorrow also
sharply contrasts musically

at several points within
songs, making for a bi-level
sound that lacks dynamics.
Leaping intermittently from
mellow acoustics to
crunchy distortion and
from whispery directly to
overexerted vocals leaves
one unsure of any progression.
The title track and radio
single seems to define this
album well in its encompassment of all misleading
elements. The fourth track
"Hello Hello" however,
marks the high point of the
disc with its high energy,
emotional restraint and nod
to classic influences.

With the release of
Tomorrow and the their title
track single. SR-71 is bound
to leap back into the lime
light and blend righ' into the
corporate rock scheme of
things.
However, as far as standing out is concerned, we may
have to wait and see what
their next album brings.
In the meantime, audiences can better entertain
themselves by checking out
the SR-71 "blackbird" jet
here at the Wright Patt Air
Force Museum. Now that's
power.

Want your band's CD reviewed i n The Guardian?
Drop off contact information, a CD and a teand teio to Krystle Barger,
F e a t u r e s Editor, i n W016 Sturdent Anion or c a l l 775-5536.
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Fall brings new pomance and adventure
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Tired of going out on the
same boring dinner and club
dates every weekend? Well,
luckily, during the autumn
season the Dayton area hosts
an abundance of Doth indoor
and outdoor recreational
activities that would be perfect f or an adventurous date.
Take some time away
from the movies and eating
with your dates. Get outside
and go do something that

hasn't been done since childhood. Whether it's romantic
autumn strolls or adrenaline
pumping, fear-defying free
falls, there's a way to introduce a sense of excitement
into dates.
It almost goes without
saying that the fall is a beautiful time of year, with its
fire oranges and reds blanketing the grass and painting
the distant trees. The livid
colors and cool breezes provide the perfect setting for a
romantic day or evening out.

For those who enjoy the
outdoors, the geography and
parks in our area afford
great spots for walking, biking, hiking or just relaxing.
The Cox Arboretum in
Centerville has lovely ponds
with fountains, floral landscaping, walkways and
wooded areas and makes for
a wonderful place for any
outdoor picnic or walk.
In the spirit of romanticadventure, you may also
want to take a horseback-riding trip or a serene canoe

trip with your partner while
the weather is still amiable.
A couple of nearby horseback-riding sites are Carriage
Hill in Huber Her . and
Cape Cod Farms in
Centerville. Canoe trps can
be organized at Aari n's
Canoe and Kayak C'en'er in
Springfield or Bellbrook.
There arc several great
areas for hiking as well. One
can daringly traverse the
wandering trails near YellowSprings at John Bryan State
Park or the deep-cutting

MCAT

Classes
starting soon!
"EARLY BIRD"
MCAT Prep begins November 13th!
Seating is limited.
Call or visit us online to reserve your seat!
1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptest.com
Call or visit us online today to enroll!

1-801-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

ravines of Clifton Gorge
State Nature Preserve with
your special date. One can
also rent bikes, single or tandem, and embark upon a
biking expedition of any
desired distance on The
Little Miami Scenic Trail Bike
Path's sixty-nine mile trail
that stretches all the way
from Springfield to
Cincinnati.
The fall season also manifests many festivals in the
Dayton area, and it's still not
too late to get a piece of this
autumn action. This coming
weekend brings the Fall
Harvest Festival, the Camp
Jabez Fall Fun Festival and
the Fall Family Fun Festival,
providing food, fun and
entertainment for all.
In the spirit of October
and Halloween, just as most
communities, Dayton sees a
whole slue of frightening
haunted houses, trails, etc.
that makes its way into
weekend entertainment. One
major haunted attraction of
the area is Fearfest 2002 at
Paramount's Kings Island in
Cincinnati, running Fridays
and Saturdays through the
end of October. Fearfest at
the amusement park boasts
six frightening, haunted
attractions and eight exciting
rides. There are also numerous privately run. extremelypopular haunted trails, houses and mazes throughout
the area you should check
out.
For the more extreme
couple, there are manyadventurous activities as
well. You can head over to
Urban Crag and get your
rock climb on with that special someone. And for the
extreme of the extreme, why
not take your date skydiving
at Skydive Green County in
Xenia?
This wonderful fall
weather will not be around
for long, so get out there
and show your partner an
exciting time. He or she will
appreciate a great sense of
autumn romance.

AOL keyword: Kaplan
•MCAT It a reentered trademark ot trie A w o o a t w of American Medical Cot'ege*.
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Clubtiin' Dayton tike a hometown criminal
sports nut. I here is no cover

1470's:
live Kinds tin
Wes
is St> tor all and is
spin into two floors with
bars that hold different
(hemes from night to night.
"Saturday is hip-hop downstairs and (Joth upstairs,"

9

downstairs brings b."
and is lor ages 10 and up

Stoopy's:
The many television*
that line the walls and ga.
nig devices make Sloopy'j
the perfect club for any

a live band. Wednesday
nights .ire ladies nights.
I here is also a modest dance
floor with a 1)1 at night.
"If you're in the mood to
act goofy," said W SI' student
Deanne Oninka, "then you
sail go down to Sloopy's."

The clubs of Dayton offer a variety of diverse e periences.
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
College is stressful,
papers are hard, exams are
killer and work has you u p all
night every Sunday. The wide
variety of night clubs offered
by the Dayton area helps to
satiate a broad spectrum of
tastes and can be the perfect
remedy for all the schooltime blues. Here is a list of
just a few of the many clubs
offered in our area.
Have a Nice Day Cafe:
For those who prefer an
excited, raised dance floor
and a variety of dance worthy
music. Have a Nice Day Cafe
is the place to be. Todd
Gecleon, a Wright Stale student commented: "I like the
atmosphere. It's more
relaxed. They play kind of a
mix of '80s, "90s anil some
techno music." Wednesday
nights are college nights and
18 and older. Cover is S7 for
people under 21 and S5 lor
those 21 and up. Friday night
is ladies night. The club spins
a mix of rap, techno, dance
and hip-hop music.
The Yellow Rose:
Boasting a huge, .{000 sq.
ft. dance floor, (his club
offers a very unique environment. Free line dancing lessons and a mechanical bull
provide a country theme.
Thursday night is college
night at The Yellow Rose and
cover is S7 for hose 18-20
and S3 for (hose over 21. I lie
club spins a mix of music
from country to rock. "It's a
good place to meet people,"

said freshman Jamie
Jennings, "because there's
always a lot of people coming from different colleges."
Pulsations:
Pulsations is a racy
dance club for girls 18 and
u p and guys 21 and older.
Friday nights is Mardi Gras
night where the guys hand
out beads and the girls with
the most beads of the night
win cash prizes of SI00,
$50 and S25. It is also
ladies night on Friday.
Saturday night brings
ma!;' review until 10 p.m..
followed by a dance party.
Sunday night is the wet 1shirt contest, and SI75 goes
to the winner. Cover charge
for Pulsations is S i for people over 21 and S5 for
those under.
Wallaby's:
Wallaby's is located in
Beavercreek and serves as a
restaurant during the day
with a menu of both
American and Chinese
foods. There is no cover
charge and the dance floor
is open on Thursday. Friday
and Saturday nights.
Thursday is college night
with pop, hip-hop and rap
music.
Wolfie's:
The small dance floor
and limited space make
Wolfie's Tavern -i personable club where, according
to freshman Amber Wagers,
"You can meet everyone." It
is only about 5 minutes
from Wright State's campus.
Cover charge is S5 for people under 21.

THE ROAD TO RETIREMENT
MAY SEEM SMOOTH,
BUT IT'S LITTERED VyiTH TOLLS.
Fees. Charges. Hidden costs. Over time these thing* can erode the retirement
savings you're working so hard to build. Contact us, a company known for keeping
costs low. It ain't a free ride, but it's close.

TIM-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

Managing money for ptopU
with othtr things to think about."

KTWMOn I INSURANCE I MUIUAinillBS I COUICt SW1N6S I NUSTS I llftTSTMWT ttUUEMMT
TIM'CKF IndMftal ml tali Miaul Stmtev Ire. wd Tsxtarsfcntniltnattx Stnice, IK 0 Jin Mt wturttW prolicti
to MMrtxrotm.Cll HOI) K2-2JH. nLSKN.hr fratpctnn.tottta*a n * * beta* irnnti«. 6 JOR tncMn
Miiisitt ml Imilti HswciiUrtvClfitst RtU*t(Mit EcuVn fml (TUI-tMFI. JMThrt «Mnn
unotll B UMS
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WSU Halloween celebration for everyone
By Krystle Barger
Features Editor
Although not all cultures
celebrate Halloween in its
usual form, there are many
variations of fall festivals that
will be represented at Wright
State's Multi-Cultural
Halloween Celebration.
The annual celebration
lasts from 5:30 p.m. until 10
p.m. in the Multi-purpose
room in the Student Union.
Admission to the celebration

is free, and guests are welcome to wear their costumes.
"Costumes aren't
required, but if guests
would like to they can wear
any Halloween costume that
they have," said Jennifer
Brown, a junior marketing
student.
Guests will be treated to
a variety of foods and
enlightened to Halloween
customs throughout the
world. WSU offers the Multi-

Cultural Halloween
Celebration on Thursday,
Oct. 31 with the theme of
Celebration of Cultures.
The best part of the
event is all the cultures
coming together as one and
participating in an event like
this," said Jennifer Brown.
Six cultures will be represented at the festival. Last

year's celebration drew a
crowd of more than 300 people. The event is family oriented, and children are w
come. Open mic karaoki >vill
be a new addition for this
year that will prove to be a
popular attraction.
The celebration was
organized by a special committee made up of Scott

Bauer, finance chair, Dhin
Soriano, food chair, James
Lowether, programming
chair. Jeremy Wright decorations and Jennifer Brown.
Deepak Rattan and Ruby
Hunter also contributed as
event coordinators.

As an
the U.S. Air Force,
there's no t e l l i n g
what y o u ' l l work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)
A student celebrates a
multi-cultural Halloween.

A display about the Mexican festival, The Day of the
Dead, will feature a variety of foods and information
to inform attendants.

SHOP WITH US AND KEEP MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET!
United States Air Force applied
technology is years ahead of what
you'll touch in the private sector, and
as a new engineer you'll likely be
involved at the ground level of new and
sometimes classified developments
You'll begin leading and managing
within this highly respected group
from day one. Find out what's waiting
behind the scenes for you in the
Air Force today. To request more
information, call 1 -800-423-USAF
or log on to airforce.com.
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At Plato's C l o s e t * w e carry the best
in gently u s e d b r a n d nam© apparel
ar>d a r c o s s o r i c s . W e ' v e got groat
slutt
from
GAP.
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CREW.
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, G U E S S .
CK.
DR.
MARTENS.
LUCKY
BRAND. EXPRESS. AMERICAN
EAGLE. T O M M Y HILFIGER. O L D
NAVY.
FUBU,
PHATFARM.
ICE B U R G . P O L O . ar*d m o m - all
a! u n b e l i e v a b l e prices! At Ptato's
Closet fl s e a s y to s a v o m o n e y a n d
look c o o l at the s a m e time C h e c k
us o u t !
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Sports

Wright State's Sports Source.

Volleyball team goes back to winning

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

After falling for
three consecutive
Horizon League matches. the Wright State
volleyball team got
back in to a winning
habit by trouncing
both the Cleveland
State Vikings and the
Youngstown Penguins
at home this weekend.
The pair of wins raised
the Haiders to 4-3 in
the Horizon League
and 14-7 overall.
Meanwhile the
Penguins drop to 8-15,
0-7 in the Horizon and
the Vikings fall to 137, 2-4 in HL
Wright State
opened up the week. .
.......
J u n i o r o u , s , d e h l t t e r K e l , S k a r 0 kills the ball past a defender.
end with their match
y
1 9 di s
Kelly Skaro, each of whom
against CSU. Junior Tricia
& ' ° , c a d , h e Ralders"
hers
tallied up double-doubles.
Naseman compiled a double°«
standing out, includAlso notable is the Raiders'
ed juniors Allie Smerz and
double effort of 21 kills and

Photo by Justin Carman
combined total of 10 serving
aces.
The final scores of the
CSU match were 30-22, 2530, 30-19 and 34-32.
"This week we really
worked on communication,
on and off the floor. We also
had more fun this weekend,"
said senior Karis Day of the

Golf team wins Xavier tourney
By Trent Montgomery
Staff writer
Wright States men's golf
team took to the course last
week at the Xavier
Invitational, held at the
Grizzly Tournament Course
at The Golf Center at Kings
Island. The Raiders continued to show why they will
be the team to beat in the
Horizon League as they won
the 18-team tournament.
The team won with a one
over par score of 853, which
not only helped them to win,
but to also break the old
tournament record of 854
set just last year by Western
Kentucky. The score was
also the second best team
score in school history coming only 3 strokes short of
the 850 mark.
The unbelievable performance can be credited
mainly to senior Jesse

Hutchins who played 3 brilliant rounds of 68-69-64, to
shoot a school record score
of a 12 under par 201. It
smasiied the previous 54
hole mark held by David
Pashko of 208. The score not
only earned his team the
title, but also gave him individual medalist honors.
Hutchins also earned
Horizon League Golfer of the
Week honors for the third
time just this fall, due to the
amazing score. It was the
explosive last round of 7
under 64 that really put him
head and shoulders above
the field.
Hutchins didn't do all of
the work thou, h and had a
very good supporting cast to
help back him up. Placing
tied for 16th was sophomore
Marty Miller who carded a 5
over par round of 21H (7370-75). Miller was followed
by senior John Schones, who

tied for 26th with a six over
par round of 219 (75-71-73).
Canadian freshman phenomena Rick Blair continued his
steady play for the Raiders
as he shot an 8 over par 221
(78-72-71). Fellow freshman
Jason Williams rounded out
the top five with a 12 over
par 225 (74-70-80).
The Raiders will next be
in action next Monday and
Tuesday as they make the
long trip down to Cullowhee,
NC. to play the Catamount
Classic. With only this and
one other tournament
remaining the Raiders hopeto round out the season with
more impressive finishes,
and then carry that momentum into their spring season
w here they will look to win
the Horizon League
Championships. Right now
the Raiders look as though
they are the team to beat.

snapped losing streak.
Day has been sitting
out for the past couple of games due to
injury, but has
remained a presence
on the team.
The green and
gold made
Youngstown's visit a
short one, brushing
them out the door in
three games, 30-25,
30-19 and 30-15.
Senior setter
Mandy Gels used the
whole weekend to
move towards the alltime school record for
assists, compiling 95
in the two matches,
making her just 42
shy of the school
record. Smerz had
another big night with
the Penguins adding up 13
kills, eight digs and three
service accs.
Next up for the Raiders,
they travel to Wisconsin for
more conference action.
They will play Green Bay on
Oct. 25, at 8 p.m., then
Milwaukee on Oct. 26 at 5
p.m.

Lady's soccer wins

By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

In the first ever meeting
between the women's soccer
programs of Wright State
and Kent State, the Raiders
won their fifth game of the
season in a 2-0 shutout.
Wright State poured on
the pressure against the
Golden Flashes defense during the first half, earning a
pair of goals. The two goals
scored in the first half
would be all the Raiders
needed to win the first ever
meeting between the two
programs.
Sophomore Kim Chianc.ie
led the Raider attack with a
goal just 10 minutes into the

game to give Wright State
the early advantage.
Chianese headed the ball in
the back of the net on a
pass from Kelly Kammer. It
was Chianese's team-leading
10th goal of the season.
Next, it was Kristin Blackwell
delivering an insurance goal
later in the first half. It was
Blackwell's third goal of the
season. Mary Beth Young
and Michelle Sarmiento both
hooked up to assist
Blackwell.
With the win, Wright
State improves its record to
5-6-3 on the season. The
Raiders next take on the
Miami Redhawks in Oxford
this Friday, Oct. 25.
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Men's swim team wins at LSU

I Nexus. W r i g h t State's literary magazine,
is s e e k i n g s u b m i s s i o n s of p o e t r y , s h o r t

Men 200 Yard IM
1) Alex Dolgov, 1:55.98
Women 50 Yard freestyle
2) Katie Tippett, 25.06
Men 1 mtr Diving
2) Ryan Kellerman,
249.90
Women 100 Yard Butterfly
2) Jackie Dexter, 59.24
Men 100 Yard Butterfly
2) Robert McRae, 51.75
Women 100 Yard
Backstroke
2) Amy Cron, 1:02.21
Men 100 Yard Backstroke
2) Tim Early, 53.47

The Wright State men's
and women's swimming
and diving teams kicked
off their seasons last
weekend down south at
LSU. The men's team won
their match 125-88 while
the women lost 139-68.
Top placers for the swimmers included:
Women 200 Yard Medley
Relay
2) 1:50.66, Amy Cron,
Katie Hunter. Jackie
Dexter, Katie Tippett

Women 100 Yard
Breaststroke
2) Katie Hunter. 1:08.50
Men 3 mtr Divinr,
2) Ryan Kellerman,
238.00
Men 200 Yard Freestyle
Relay
2) 1:27.48, Jason Cobb,
Todd Benan/er, Alex
Dolgov, Dejan Antolic

s t o r i e s , flash f i c t i o n p h o t o g r a p h y , p r i n t s
and paintings.
S u b m i s s i o n s for " C o n n e c t i o n

issue d u e

. . 'ivtmlier 6.
For more informal ion. contact Donna Marbury,
Editor-in-CKicf ol Ncxu*. at 775-5533 or e-mail
n e x u * _ m a g a z i n e @ L o t m a i l . c o m o r a t o p l>y \ V 0 1 f >
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with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at
(888)923-3238 or visit
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Oyster Roasts
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS
(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Da
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Men's soccer fallsto UIC
By Matt Koehler
Sports editor
The Wright State men's
soccer team returned homelast week after traveling in
Milwaukee to meet U1C in a
Horizon League matchup.
The Flames won the game in
a 3-0 shutout over the
Raiders.
Wright State managed to
contain UIC in the first half
heading into half time with a
scoreless deadlock on their
hands.
UIC put the game away
during the second half, - nanufacturing all three of their
goals of the game during Ihe
latter period.
Despite being shutout 30 in the contest, the Raiders

out-shot
iheir opponent 16-13.
The loss
drops the
Raiders
record to 59-1 on the
season with
a 2-3 conference record.
The Raiders
look to
rebound
weekend as
they host
Detroit
Friday, Oct.
25 at Alumni
Field.

ACROSS
1 Unit of magnetic flux
6 Borodin opera. "Prince
10 Exxon, once
14 Exclaimed in pleasure
15 Cyrano's feature
l(i Defunct
17 Heavy starter?
19 Present
20 Stair element
21 Astonishes
23 Ger. auto
26 Sea eagle
27 Nocturnal noisemakers
28 Unlikely
30 Trader
32 Pretoria's nation: abbr.
33 Makes Joyous
35 Fragrant blooms
37 Formal opinions
38 S dispenser
39 Grassy plain
42 Organic compound
44 Closed up
45 Mil. address
47 Catch In a setup
49 Rachel or Simon
50 Ring official
52 Driving area
54 Coifs
55 Fillings
56 Drastically reduce
58 Health resorts
59 Mongolian topping-'
64 Domesticated
65 Melodramatic exclamation
66 Flynn of film
67 liturgical vestments
68 Occupancy fee
69 Dispatches
DOWN
1 As well
2 Long period
3 That girl
4-Latvian

^psfe^ps - >-y^W
[Senioi^idfielderlsa Ar-Razi shields off a
defender.

The Weekly Crossword

If you are in a
band and think
you DESERVE
press coverage,
cend us a press
kit (band bio, photos, CD, show
dates, contact
information and
other free stuff) to
W016 Student
Union in care of
Krystle Barger,
Features Editor, or
call 775-5536.
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we support COLLEGE ROCK!
The Guardian
(hipper than your low-cut jeans)

ALL STUDENTS FALL EXPANSION
Guaranteed starting pay!
16-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops awarded.
Scholarships awarded.
Conditions Exist.

GUARANTEED

BASE-APPT.

CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 436-3580

Visit www.workforstudents.com

t- j M a p l c View
Apartments

TIRED OF THE DORMS?
1Q/2J/02

5 Idolize
6 Wacko

7 Well-behaved
8 Columbus sch.
,
9 Change walls
10 „ Rice Burroughs
11 Course for conquerors?
12 Rescuers
13 Black Sea port
18 Geeks
22 Mental confidence
23 Sired
24 African nation
25 Destructive entree?
27 Willowy
29 End of cigar?
31 Take in pants, for example
34 Restaurant

36 Long nai
38 Chip in chips
40 Roman emperor
41 House numbers?
43 Type of general
44 Simple weapon
45 Awn
46 E-mail correspondent?
48 After all this time
51 Soothes
53 Zigzag turns
56 Lee or Kenton
57 Loser to the tortoise

60 Pub choice

61 Decorative vase
62 Atlantic food lish
6° Golfer Emie

Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!
Starting at oiiSy $ 2 5 0 p e r roommate
for a
2 Bedroom Apt.

Act now to receive great move in specials!!
fUiING THIS Al> IN AW Gin i:\TRA Sr'ECIAI. SAVINGS!!
957-878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.

Wright State's #1 Choice!

I
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CC teams compete at Pre-Nationals
3y Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
This past weekend Ihe
men's and women's Cross
Country teams competed in
the most competitive regular
season race in the nation.
Both team raced in the
NCAA Division I PreNationals. This is the very
race that pits the nations
best teams against each
other on the course that
nationals will be held on, a
month later. It is usually a

very good indicator as to
who will be vying for a team
championship and this year
that was 'ust the case. The
Raiders got to see first hand
just how intense the national scene is on both the
men's and women's sides.
On the Men's side the
Raiders took 21st out of 24
teams in the men's open
race. Central Michigan took
the team race with a low
score of 97. The Raiders
were led by senior Justin

Ross. Ross, who has led the
harriers this season, ran his
fastest race of the year in
26:07, which was good
enough for "Hth place in the
very fast I In. "oss was
backed then bv a pair of
sophomores ( ory Scheadlcr
and Aric Wagi.vr, who both
ran their fastest times of the
season as well clocking
times of 26:16 and 26:52.
Freshman Steve Draper continued to run strong for the
Raiders as he was the fourth

man with a time of 27:25.
Fellow freshman Josh Burke
rounded out Ihe top 5 with a
time of 28:35.
The women's team also
felt the strong competition
in their race placing 26th
out of 29 teams. Tracey
Rosner stepped up. to lead
the Raiders for Ihe first time
all season by placing 76th
with a time of 23:23 for the
6k course. Senior Christina
Haverfield stepped in to the
number two position and
ran a time of 23:44. Junior

n
UnifcedWau

Join Wright State University's
United Way Student Campaign.
For a minimum $5 contribution, you
could tie eligible for a Winter Quarter
Undergraduate Tuition Waiver.
Watch for tables at Homecoming and
around campus! For more information
contact the Office of Student Life,
W036 SU 775-5570.
Help Wright State University be
Greene County's Top Contributor!

l.ori Siconolfi was close
•i her with a time of
"n junior Libby
and senior Erin
ninded out the
top
>r the lady Raiders
with respective times of
24:' 5 and 24:30.
The competition from
the opposing teams was recognized by the Raiders and
is going to be used as a
building block going into
the most important meet of
the season, the Horizon
league championships. Aric
Wagner reflected these same
thoughts "The competition
was fierce out there for the
guys, but it is something
that will make us stronger.
We saw the best runner -- in
the nation, so when we head
into conference in two week
I think we will be ready for
anything that gets thrown
our way."
The Horizon League
Championships will be the
next meet for the Raiders.
The meet will again be held
this year in Chicago and will
feature the best the league
has to offer. The race will
take place on Saturday, Nov
2. Both teams will be looking at improving there
showings from last year and
hopefully get into one of the
top two spots. The Raiders
will have to put it altogether
at leagues, and have a
strong pack up there in
their top five runners, in
order to do so.

I am
spending
the night
with The

i
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Raider Profile

B i r t h d a y : 1/11/80

Favoiite TV show:
Real World

Major/Minor:
Marketing/management

Favorite musician:
Dave Matthews Band
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Most memorable
m o m e n t in y o u r s p o r t
F r e s h m a n year, m a k i n g
it to the Sweet 16
NCAA

N i c k n a m e : Schiavone
F a v o r i t e s o n g : "Every
rose has its thorn"

Favorite sport other
t h a n s o c c e r : Baseball
Favorite player in your
s p o r t : Oliver K a h n

Chris Stiiiavone
^sriior/Goalie/Soccer
MiAMetown/ Alter High School

Behind the numbers
By Matt Koehler
Sports e d i t o r
485. ..feet the baseball off Barry Bords' bat traveled
through the Southern California night in the 9th inning of
last Sunday night's World Series game 2 after Angels closer Troy percival had the intestinal fortitude to throw Bonds
some upper-90 mph cheese straight down the middle of

Favorite food:
H a m b u r g e r a n d fries
Favorite drink: Coke

F a v o r i t e a t h l e t e : Barry
Bonds
Favorite sports team:
Reds

Favorite restaurant:
R e d Lobster
Favorite ice c r e a m fla
v o r : C h e r r y cordial

Favorite
arena/field/course:
Nutter Center

Best b o o k y o u ' v e
reaa: Cat in the Hat

Favorite actor:
Brad Pitt
F a v o r i t e a c t r e s s : Katie
Holmes

H o b b i e s : video g a m e s ,
fishing, bowling, curling,
bocce a n d crochet
Pet p e e v e : Nail biting
a n d picking y o u r n o s e

Favorite movie:
Scarface

Most embarrassing
m o m e n t in y o u r sport:
T h i s year vs. Michigan
State getting s c o r e d o n
by my o w n t e a m twice
P a r t o f y o u r g a m e thai
needs improvement:
Communication
Best part of y o i w
g a m e : Shot s t o p p i n g
Lifetime goals/dreams
G r a d u a t e college,
b e c o m e a successful
b u s i n e s s m a n a n d live
life to the fullest.
Where d o y o u see
y o u r s e l f in t e n years:
Married, m a k i n g a lot of
money, enjoying life.

the plate.
0...number of Sharpie's pulled out by Terrell Owens during
touchdown celebrations in last Sunday's loss to the Saints.
8...remaining undefeated NCAA-Div.l football programs
left after week 1 of the BCS ranking0....let the bickering of
the BCS system's failure begin once again!

•

180...consecutive NFL games quarterback Brett Favre has
started, a NFL record for any position. Despite a bye week
next week, start number 181 looks to be doubtful...C'mon
Coach Sherman, keep the streak alive and give him the
first snap so start #181 can go in the books!
40 million...the amount of dollars that Kiicks forward
Latrell Sprewell is suing the New York Post for its false
account of how he broke a bone in his right hand. The
post claims that Sprewell hit a wall while throwing a punch
at a man whose girlfriend vomited on his yacht...There,
now I said it Spree. Come sue this paper!

Your voice... Your newspaper... The Guardian
Dayton's largest tanning salon
Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

258-9530

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pic.
(Alex Bell Plaza)
299-1225

www.aplacetotan.com

QUIET STUDY AREA AVAILABLE

5 Walls Cbffee Hxee

KUB:

3- 20 MIN S6SSIONS

Fresh Roasted Gourmet Coffee,
Cappuccino, Espresso, and Frozen Drinks
Featuring Ghirardelli Chocolates &
Baked Goods Baked Fresh Daily
Gourmet Soups & Over-Stuffed Croissant
Sandwiches

M-Thmi 6:3CBn - 7:C«*n
Fridv 6:XUr - 9:C(p»
Ssaaiiy 8:Gttm - 9:<Xpn
Ocurri a n i v i

FOR $9
(R€G B€DS)

BRING IN THIS AD AND-REQEVE A
FREE BAKED GOOD WITH PURCHASE OF
ANv.ib CAPPUCCINO'

(937) 426-3159
1241 Maacfcw Bridge Dr. •B=avercra3c
(ftlnrri MUxalcfe andtefcarelicsre EUsaru)

UPGRADES flVRIlABl€
Dayton s
Largest Tanning Salon

GCPIR6S 1 0 / 2 9 / 0 2

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon
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Weekly
Sports Schedule
%
Cross
Country
Off week
Golf
Off week
Men's Soccer
vs. Detroit,
Friday at 7
p.m.
vs. Butier,
Sunday at 2
p.m.

Women's
Soccer
at Miami
Friday, at 3
p.m.
at Loyola
Sunday, at 4
p.m.

Volleyball
at UW-Green
Bay Friday at
8 p.m.
at UWMilwaukee
Saturday at 5
p.m.

Swimming
and diving
vs. MARSHALL Friday,
at 5 p.m.
(women only)

Men's and
Women's
Tennis
at Rolex
Invitational

Setters S p o r t i & Lounge
Costume Party! Friday, Oct. 25. Cash Prizes!
Karoke, Food, Pool Tournament,
ABSOLUTELY FREE! v/College I.D.
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL ON THE BIG SCREEN
WEEKDAYS: 2-6PM $1 - 12oz DRAFTS
PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE ON SATURDAYS
J

Open Oaily at 2pm, Closed Sundays • Pool tables and
dart boards • 6 Outdoor Sand Volleyball Courts

I — iill i l l

i nun

Looking for Bandmates:
Do you play guitar? How about tl s keyboard? Rn experienced singer/songwriter, who also plays bass and guitar, is looking for bandmates to form an original rflUJh
band with blues, rockabilly, folk and punk influences.
Open and dedicated musicians can contact Leslie at
benson.4@wright.edu.

Services
Pregnant? You have
options. Adoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or closed adoptions. Choose and meet
adoptiv e parents. Services
are free to birth parents
1-800-643-3356
Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test.
1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com

WANTED: Amateur/
Homemade Controtionist
Videos. Paying Big SSS.
Send sample video to:
Liberty, P.O. Box 31, King
George. VA 22485

College is in your plans. You've got the brains to see it through. And
thanks to the Army National Guard, you also have a way to pay for it all
with the Montgomery Gl Bill,Tuition Assistance and extra state benefits.
Most Guard members serve one weekend a month and two weeks a
year, so you'll still have time for friends and family. A degree is waiting
for you. So join the team that will help you get it.
In the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

Cash for CD's DVD's
Videos, Playstation,
GameCube, Gameboy,
N64, X-Box, and CD ROM
games. No limit. Second
Time Around. 1133
Brown Street (near U.D.)
228-6399

For Sale
For Sale 94 Hyundai Excel
2-door with 89,500 miles.
Light blue color, runs
good. Good condition.
New transmission <S>
50,000, new front brakes
@ 79,000. True market
value at S 1,008, selling for
only S950. (937) 879-1783
Ask for Ryan
Spacious Condo for sale,
568,900. Great Centerville
condo for students to
share. 2 bedroom, 2fuU
bath. Cathedraf ceiling,
fireplace, covered deck.
Walk to pool. Call Ethel
Lange, Coldvvell Banker
Heritage 331-1191.
White 1995 Mercury
Sable. V-6 power everything. In great condition.
Asking S2.900 OBO. Call
Chris or Sarah (937) 6695273

cover

SFC Duane Moore (937) 252-4909

I -BOO-GO-GUARD

• www.l-SOO-GO-GUARD.coni

'Iwii
I
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Classifieds
"•ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break
prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
Reps needed. EARNSSS.
Group Discounts for 6+. 1 888-TH1NK SUN (1-888844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreak
discounts.con;

Youth Choir Director
Ministry: Part-time position working with
choir(Grades 6-12) at
Sl.OOO's WEEKLY!! Stuff
Spring Break 2003- Travel
Centerville United
envelopes at home for
with STS Americas #1
Methodist Church. Great
S2.00 each plus great
Student Tour Operator.
job f'>r music majors.
bonuses. Work f/t or p/t.
Jamaica, Cancun,
Wednesday evening
Make at cast S800 a week,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or
guaranteed! Free supplies. rehersal, Sunday morning
Florida. Sell Trips, Earn
worship senice and some
No experience neccessary
Cash, Travel Free.
special music events. A
start right away. For free
Information/Reservations
summer one week local or
details, send stamp to: N1-800-648-484J or
multi-state tour is a possi190, PMB 552, 12021
www.ststravel.com
Participants needed for
bility next year. Lots of
Wilshire Blvd., Los
auditory research project.
support from the church.
Angeles, CA 9002
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Must be U.S. citizen;
Looking for a good team
$14.15 base-appt. guaran110% Best Prices! Mexico,
between 18-45 years of
player, a strong leader,
teed starting pay.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, age; normal hearing; and
and someone who can
Texas. Book Now & deceive meet height/ weight
Fun work environment
contribute to our contemFree Parties & Meals.
with
other
students.
10-40
criteria. Close to WSU.
porary music ministry.
hours/week
around
classCampus Reps Wanted!
SlO/hr. Call Judy at 255Send resume and referes/other
job.
Co-ops/
1-800-234-7007
3432 between 8 am and 5
ences to CUMC 63 E.
endlesssummers.com
Scholarships awarded, conpm. Monday through
i ranklin St., Centerville,
ditions exist. Customer
Friday.
OH 45459, Attn SPRC. EOE
service/sales, no telemarSPRING BREAK '03 with
SPRING
BREAK
2003
is
keting, no door-to-door
StudentCity.com! Cancun,
now sponsored by Student sales. No experience neces- Growing Profession.
Mazatlan Acapulco,
Work in the Beavercreek
sary, we train. Must have
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida! Express! Cancun,
Sam's Clubs store (located
Acapulco, Mazatlan,
positive attitude and good
REPS WANTED! Travel
walking distance from
people skills.
free and earn cash! Call 1- Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Wright State) demonstratPadre,
Las
Vegas,
Florida,
www.workforstudents.com
800-293-1445 or e-mail
ing our newest division.
and
Ibiza:
Book
early
and
Call
Monday-Friday,
9-5,
sales<®studentcity.com
Each Ohio Energy employget FREE MEALS! Student
937-436-3580
today!
ee must be a mature indiExpress sponsors the BEST
Looking
for
mature
vidual with a strong
PARTIES and is NOW HIRWanted! Spring Breakers!
responsible
student
to
charismatic, outgoing perSun Coast Vacations wants ING salaried Salespeople,
babysit,
infant
triplets
sonality. Talented talkers
Campus Reps, and On-site
to send you on Spring
one to two days a week.
average SI5.23 per hour
Staff. Contact
Break 2003 for Free! Call
Flexible hours, must have
(S31,678 per year). During
www.studentexpress.com
us now at 1-800-795-4786
3 references. For interyour training we will
or 1-800-787-3787 for
or email: sales@suncoastview, call 433-7346.
develop you for a rapid
details.
vacations.com!
advancement within our
Growing television pro#1 Spring Break
organization. Intrigued by
duction company looking
Early Spring Break
sales? Call Andi at
for a junior, senior, or
Specials! Cancun & Jamaica Free trips, Drinks/Meals,
(614)291-5400ext. 1260
graduate student to assist
From $429! Free Breakfast, Lowest Prices, Parties
w/MTV/Jerry Springer
part-time with TV comDinners & Drinks! Award
Active duty military mothFeatured, w/MSNBC/Travel mercial sales/marketing
Winning Company! Group
er seeking childcare in my
Channel, Better than ever!!
position or accounting
Leaders Free! Florida
home in Page Manor. 3-4
www.sunsplashtours.com
position. Reliable transVacations from S149!
1-800-426-7710
portation, computer skills, Days/week. Hours vary:
springbreaktravl.com
2pm-7pm & 7pm-7am and
and a good attitude are
1-800-678-6386
occassional weekends.
essential. Pay varies based
!WSU Spring Break... ARE
Please call Erika at
on experience. Call 226YOU GOING? Then GO
Early Specials! Spring
(937)657-0365 for more
7018 or fax resume and
DIRECT! Guaranteed
Break Bahamas Party
info.
cover letter to 226-0408
LOWEST price, FREE
Cruise! 5 Days S299!
Drinks/Meals/Insurance!
Includes Meals, Parties!
Student needed to work
Bartender Trainees
Campus REPS WANTE1 '
Awesome Beaches,
part time with a nine year
Needed. S250 a day
ZERO customer comNightlife! Departs Florida!
old autistic child in our
potential. Local posiGet a Group And Go Free!! plaints! 1-800-367-1252
Beavercreek home.
tions. 1-800-293-3985
www.springDIRECT.com
springbreaktravel.com
Starting pay S8 per hour.
ext.
298
1-800-678-6386
Call Kathleen 426-2973

Grad student sought to
help compile and write an
autobiography. Preferably
an English or Jounalism
student. Contact PJ for
nore information at 8792184

For Rant
WALK TO CIMARRON Winter special, one unit
left, reduced rate, and one
deck unit, regular rate.
Office at 1396, ThursdaySaturday, 10-5, (937) 3201355
Roommate needed to
share a 2-bedroom apartment at Emerald Lakes.
S360/mo. own bedroom,
bathroom and walk-in
closet. Close to campus.
Call 427-8972
Furnished Faculty Home
Three Blocks from
Antioch. Secluded, shady
garden patio, year-round
dining porch, carpeted living room with fireplace,
master bed & bath, guest
bedroom, office with dedicated computer line, TV
room, 2 1/2 baths, W/D,
A/C, Cable. $925/mo. +
utilities, housekeeper.
Owner visits once a year
in tenant's absense. Lease
and references. Call 7677406. Ask for Mark.

Ksnnsl Assistant
Immediate opening for part-time
position. Must be able to work
mornings or afternoons and
weekends. Apply in person or
mail to:
Towne and Country Animal Clinic
801 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45314

Place your
c l a s s i f i e d ad i n
t h e Guardian
today.
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HOMECOMING 2002 • O c t o b e r 2 5 - 2 6
F r i d a y , O c t . 25
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m,Campus k i c k - o f f .
Student Union
ffocktails, tanner contest, and more!
4-9 p.m., The Emerald C i t y . Lot 20. Food,
music,and fun

S a t u r d a y , O c t . 26
7:30 a.m. , r e g i s t r a t i o n , 8:3Ga.m., Hit the
bricks!
Homecoming 5K fun run/walk/w' -?el begins from
Aluirrii Field/Lot 20.
5-8 p.m., Annual Harley E. ?lack Battle of

Universi

ItAlNCj
t

- e v\k« 1

Fir details, call 775-2620 • www wpight.edu/alumni/homecomjng/
Following the soccer games Cct. 25, campus shuttle service will be extended until 10:00 p.m.

